Dome-shape superconductivity phase diagram can commonly be observed in cuprateand iron-based systems via tuning parameters such as charge carrier doping, pressure, bond angle, and etc. We report doping electrons from transition-metal elements 
The recent observation of high-T c superconductivity over 100 K in FeSe monolayer film has renewed the interests in Fe-based superconductor (IBSs) studies 1, 2 . A focus debate ever since its discovery was whether the interfacial effect plays an important role on the giant enhancement of T c in comparison with FeSe bulk. Interfacial effect enhanced T c has been commonly reported in cuprate-based heterostructures [3] [4] [5] . To explain the phenomenon of interface-induced T c enhancement, many models have been proposed 4, [6] [7] [8] . In all models, strong carrier density dependent T c would be expected 8 . However, this simple principle which both experimentalists and theorists keep following has recently been challenged by the interface superconductivity in La 2−x Sr x CuO 4 -La 2 CuO 4 bilayer 4 . It is reported the critical superconducting transition temperature stays essentially constant across a wide doping range, 0.15 < x < 0.47. This surprising results were extracted from an unprecedentedly large set of more than 800 different compositions, which strongly guarantees the experiment repeatability and reliability. This anomalous charge carrier doping independent interface superconductivity poses a big challenge to the ordinary Fermi liquids because a carrier-doping independent chemical potential has to be supposed in its possible explanation.
We report that the similar awkward situation occurs in another system of iron-based compounds, rare-earth-element-doped CaFe 2 As 2 . Due to the big T c difference between (Ca, RE)Fe 2 As 2 (RE = rare earth element) and its counterparts bearing structural and chemical similarities as well as the extremely large magnetic anisotropy, interface effect has previously been proposed for the high-T c superconductivity origin [9] [10] [11] . If this assumption is true, (Ca, RE)Fe 2 As 2 system should be the first evidence of interface superconductivity in bulks, which will certainly bring new clues in searching and understanding high-T c superconductivity. However, further strong evidences for interface superconductivity in (Ca, RE) bilayer, the high T c value stays essentially constant against a wide range of TM doping.
Benefitted from the easy achievement of TM substitution, a universal and complete electron-
n is the net extra doping electron number. The possible extrinsic pitfalls for the strange carrier density independent T c have been excluded by systematic structural and elemental analysis as well as abundant transport measurements. Simultaneously, through angle-and magnetic field-dependent transport measurement, we give evidence of two-dimensional (2D) SC nature from Tinkham's model of angular-dependent critical field for sufficiently thin films 12 . These experimental data strongly support the existence of interfacial effect in the occurrence of high-T c superconductivity.
Single crystals of Ca 0.94 La 0.06 (Fe 1−x TM x ) 2 As 2 were grown by FeAs self-flux method as reported before 13, 14 . Special attention was paid during the weighting of starting materials to achieve a precise control of the La and TM doping levels. The quality of the obtained crystals has been checked by single crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurement (Supplementary information (SI), S1). Elemental analyses were carried out by energy-dispersive X-ray (EDS) spectroscopy on a field emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM). To accurately determine the doping levels, the compound compositions were determined by average of the multi-point EDS measurements on each crystal. The electrical transport data were obtained by standard four-probe method. For Hall measurements, to cancel the electrode symmetric factor, Hall resistivity is calculated via formula To understand this unexpected carrier density independent T c , we need to exclude possible experimental artifacts and pitfalls. Specifically, these three scenes, the phase separation, the chemical inhomogeneity, and the charge carrier cancelation effect, come in mind. First, we address the phase separation by systematic XRD and RT measurements. The XRD patterns for TM doping are shown in SI, S1. No crystalline phase separation can be observed. To address the second point mentioned above, we emphasize on the elemental analysis. In Figs. 1 (a-b) , the standard deviation is shown as the error bar of the actual doping level for every crystal. As can be seen, all error bars are almost too small to be distinguished, which means only small deviations occur among measurements on different points. A table listing raw data of EDS measurement for a typical doping level is provided in the SI, S1, Table I .
One can notice the small deviations more intuitively. Given that there is an optimal doping level x = p leading to the maximum T c as many iron-based systems, we can determine the change strength of the doping-independent range as (x end − x onset )/2p where x onset (x end ) is the onset (end) doping level in the T c -constant region. If we define p as the middle of the doping level in this T c -constant range, the change strength for Co and Ni is calculated to be 55% and 68%, respectively, which are far above the standard deviations (usually < 0.2%) of the element La, the element TM, and even the both. For any element in crystals, no such large or even comparable deviation can be distinguished. Accordingly, we can conclude there is no elemental enriching effect or chemical inhomogeneity that is responsible for the carrier density independent T c .
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To address the charge carrier cancelation effect, we performed systematic Hall measurements on Ca 0.94 La 0.06 (Fe 1−x Ni x ) 2 As 2 . Fig. 3 (a) Fig. 3 (b) . The negative slopes indicate the dominant role of electrons in the transport behavior in all crystals. With increasing x, the absolute value of the negative slope gradually becomes small. The extracted Hall coefficients (R H ) at low field limit are plotted in This apparently rules out the possibility of the constant net mobile charge carrier (electron)
for different x values due to unexpected electronic cancelation effect which may be resulted from As vacancies and other undesired factors 11, 24 . Consistent with the RT curves with continuous shape changes, we can conclude the concentration of the mobile charge carrier participating in transport varies drastically and continuously with x increasing.
The exclusion of the above three scenes is also supported by the smooth evolution of the residual resistance ratio (RRR) with doping. It should be noted out that, TM substitution behaves in dual roles, enhancement of impurity density and increasing of electron doping concentration. RRR in TM co-doping samples is a combined result of the scattering density and the mobile carrier concentration. If the transport influence from scattering density enhancement overcomes that from mobile carrier concentration increasing, RRR will increase.
Otherwise, RRR will decrease. Due to this opposite influence of the scattering and the mobile carrier concentration on conducting ability, if any of the above three scenes exists, RRR will vary disorderly among different samples and even within samples in a same batch.
In this case, no RRR regularity can be obtained. However, as can be seen in Figs. 2 (a) and (b), RRR changes orderly in both cases of Co and Ni substitutions, increasing in the T c -constant region and decreasing monotonously in the linear T c (x) suppression region. In 
θ is angle between the magnetic field orientation and crystal surface, and H Recently, two different groups have suggested that the high-T c superconductivity in (Ca, RE)Fe 2 As 2 may originate crystalline defects from RE dopants 11, 24 . Under such scene, the abrupt occurrences of defects and high-T c superconductivity are still very elusive. In fact, it is argued in ref. 27 that the Pr dopants in the same compounds Ca 1−x Pr x Fe 2 As 2 do not cluster, but repel each other at short length scales. In the present case, one can naturally speculate that Co and Ni doping are uniform as the case in Ba(Fe, TM) 2 As 2 . Then, both
Co and Ni doping only induce extra electrons but not promote formation of RE defects.
If the idea of defect origin for superconductivity is true, we can conclude that in low-x Ca 1−x RE x Fe 2 As 2 without high-T c , RE defects already exist. There must has an enough electron concentration for high-T c occurrence. That is, sufficient electron doping is necessary. Our present data strongly support the conjecture that the unusual enhancement of superconductivity in (Ca, RE)Fe 2 As 2 in comparison with its counterparts may be closely related to some kind of interfacial effect, which is consistent with the recent manifestation of non-negligible interfacial effect on the occurrence of 100 K superconductivity in FeSe monolayer 28 , in which the charge transfer from substrate also contributes to the high-T c .
Note that, it is theoretically predicted that quantized superconducting temperature and doping levels could occur in interface superconductivity 8 . Whether there is a correlation between this quantized behavior and the observed T c constant phenomenon is still an open question.
In summary, we have investigated the TM element substitution effect on the high-T c superconductivity in (Ca, La)Fe 2 As 2 compound. The onset high T c has been found to keep almost invariable for a large range of electron doping. Through systematic structural/elemental and transport analyses, the extrinsic scenes, namely the phase separation, the chemical inhomogeneity, and the charge carrier cancelation effect, have been excluded.
Additionally, the two-dimensional nature of the high-T c superconductivity has been verified by magnetic field and angular dependent transport measurements. The present results
give strong supports for the interface-effect-induced high-T c superconductivity in iron pnictides and provide opportunity for exploring new perspective in understanding of especially interface-effect-induced superconductivity.
